Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission, 10201.06; Who's on first?>>>

Bob says:
::on Bridge::

Host Doc says:
::walks around Bridge:: Self: This is quite cool...

Edward says:
::at ME::

Heike says:
::wanders around the ship::

Isabelle says:
::looks at all the buttons:: All: Wow! So much things!

Robert says:
::looks over the tactical systems::

kate says:
::Walking around the bridge::

Host Doc says:
All: Ok...how about a report of some sort.

JM says:
All: O.K., I'm trying to make sense of this but I still can't... Anyone has an idea on how to return home?

Pam- says:
:;finally makes it to the bridge and recognizes where her character would sit and gives it a shot and sits down::

Mauro says:
::in a corridor, looking around::

Bob says:
ALL: So why did we go back to warp.. I took us out of warp so we maybe didn't run into somebody who might want to blow us up before we figured out what the heck was going on.

Isabelle says:
Doc: A report? Well, this toy looks damn cool! Can I try some of the buttons?

Isabelle says:
::sits down at SCI2::

Host Doc says:
Isabelle: As long as you don’t blow something up...

Isabelle says:
Doc: I'll try. ::grins and looks at the panel::

Mauro says:
Self: Aahh!  Where am I? ::walks with no destination::


kate says:
::Walks over to the tactical station::

Robert says:
Bob: Because some people are crazy?

Heike says:
::stumbles into the messhall::

Mauro says:
<Computer> Mauro:  You are in Deck 3.

Bob says:
Robert: Ya, I guess. ::laughs even though it isn't really funny::

Pam- says:
::is afraid to touch anything:: All: Can we touch these button things?

Mauro says:
Computer:  Eeerr...  show me the way to the bridge.

Robert says:
::sees a button label "do not push"...wonders what that for::

JM says:
All: This is annoying... I'm taking the plane tomorrow at 11:10, I don't have time for this.

Isabelle says:
Self: Let's try this. ::presses a few buttons and strange images and notes come to the screen.::

Host Doc says:
Isabelle: Can I see the exterior of this ship?  Want to know what it looks like that I am commanding.

Mauro says:
::sees lights showing the way and follows them::

kate says:
::Walks over to Robert:: Watcha doing?

Heike says:
::sees the replicator:: Self: Hmmm let's see if it really is so easy...

Bob says:
ALL: So who is going to talk to the Klingons when (if, he thinks) we get to the rendezvous?

Robert says:
Kate: Looking over the panel.

Isabelle says:
Doc: I can try pressing a few more buttons.... ::pushes things without really knowing::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SHIP GOES TO RED ALERT AS IZZY HITS BUTTONS


Robert says:
All: We going to meet Klingons?  We are crazy.

Host Doc says:
Pam: How fast are we going?

Mauro says:
::enters the turbolift:: Self:  Cool!  Bridge!  ::happy as a child::

Pam- says:
::looks closely at the display:: Doc: Hey it says warp 8..cool.

Heike says:
::walks to the replicator and orders a coffee latte::

kate says:
::Walks over to another console and takes a good look::

Mauro says:
::as TL stops and doors open, he steps onto the bridge::

Isabelle says:
All: uh oh... what did I do? ::presses more buttons::

Robert says:
::jumps as he hears the siren::

Pam- says:
::jumps up:: All: Ok, who did that!

Host Doc says:
::hears alert:: Isabelle: Can you make it stop?

Mauro says:
::sees red klaxons flashing all around, then looks at the others::

Bob says:
Robert: Maybe we should send out a distress call?  I feel rather distressed, at the moment, myself.. what about you?

Robert says:
::scramble to turn it off and accidentally hits the "Do Not push” button::

Host Computer says:
Warning, ejecting warp core at warp will destroy ship.

Mauro says:
All:  Uh... hello?

Isabelle says:
Doc: I am trying! I don't know what I pushed!

Heike says:
::watches with big eyes as a coffee mug appears::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: LRS COME ON AND READINGS ARE DISPLAYED


Isabelle says:
::gets nervous and all red::

Edward says:
::leaves ME::

kate says:
::Rolls her eyes back:: Self: some one hit the button that says do not touch all ready...

JM says:
Computer: Computer, go to yellow alert.

Host Doc says:
All: Ok...we have done this in mission.  Just play our characters and we should be fine.

Mauro says:
::heads towards the center of the bridge::

Host Doc says:
All: Right?

Edward says:
::walks into the corridor to the way to the mess hall::

Robert says:
Doc: Except I do not look remotely like a Klingon.

Pam- says:
Mauro: Hey there. Any idea what this does? ::points to a button::

kate says:
::Wonders where an instruction book would be::

Isabelle says:
Self: Concentrate Izzy... you can do this. ::closes her eyes and breathes in and out::

Bob says:
::Thinks, ya, like I know how any of this stuff actually works.. if something breaks we are SCREWED::

Heike says:
::sips her coffee and walks out of the messhall::

Mauro says:
::looks at what appears to be the FC station:: Pam:   Pam?

Edward says:
::stops an gets back to ME::

Pam- says:
Mauro: Hi...and you are?

Isabelle says:
::looks at the display in front of her::

Host Doc says:
::looks around Bridge::

Pam- says:
Mauro: I know you..Mauro right?

Isabelle says:
Doc: Well it looks like I found a way to make some sort of data appear. It looks like data from the space.

Mauro says:
::smiles:: Pam:  Mauro!  ::grins nervously:: What the heck is happening in here???

Host Computer says:
Verify warp core ejection command.

Host Doc says:
Self: Production put a lot of detail into this. ::smiles::

kate says:
::Starts playing around with a few buttons::

Edward says:
::enters ME::

Pam- says:
Mauro: I have no idea.

JM says:
Computer: Computer, go to impulse power and belay warp core ejection.

Host Computer says:
JM: Acknowledged.

Robert says:
::hits the green button on his panel::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: KATE'S ACTION FIRES PHASERS

Edward says:
"Computer" Cancel the ejection of the warp core.

Host Doc says:
Computer: Stand down from warp core ejection.

Mauro says:
::turns and looks at the rest of the "crew"::

kate says:
::Grins:: opps...

JM says:
::Yells:: All: Everyone stop what you're doing!!!!!

kate says:
Robert: I think I found phasers...

Heike says:
::wanders around again, feeling like a little kid in Disneyland::


Host Tim says:
ACTION: SHIP DROPS TO IMPULSE

Mauro says:
Doc:  Doc??? ::smiles::

JM says:
::Hopes to get attention of everyone::

Host Doc says:
Mauro: Yes?

kate says:
::Stops pushing buttons::

Pam- says:
::looks at JM:: Self: Oh the famous JM speaks.

Isabelle says:
::hears JM and moves her hands in the air::

kate says:
::Looks over to JM::

Mauro says:
::gets closer:: Doc:  Captain??  What... ::looks in disbelief::...  what's happening?

JM says:
All: Sorry, but this is getting a little out of control...

Bob says:
::still standing by the Engineering station, not actively doing anything lest something.... bad...  should occur::

Host Doc says:
Mauro: Wish I knew, but it looks like our game is no longer just that.

JM says:
All: We have to cooperate if we want this to work.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: COMM LIGHT BLINKS AT OPS

Host Doc says:
Pam: Why are we at impulse?

Pam- says:
JM: Oh can it! This is a stupid mass dream or something.

Mauro says:
Doc: Oh boy...  we have to stop this ship and learn how to use the instruments.

Pam- says:
Doc: We are? Let me check.

JM says:
::Turns to Pam:: Pam: If we keep touching buttons that we know nothing about, it can only make things worse.

Mauro says:
::looks at the Canadian guy::  JM:  Hey chief! ::smiles::

Isabelle says:
JM: And we have to know what the heck we are doing. It is not like WE know how to operate everything! I watched Star Trek but I never exactly saw how they operated SCI.

Edward says:
*Bob* Here I am at ME seems that the computer went crazy.

Pam- says:
::stares down at the panel:: Doc: I have no clue.

Bob says:
::walks over to ops and attempts to answer the hail or whatever it is::

Host Doc says:
Pam: Well, can you engage Warp?

Robert says:
::wonders why the answering machine light is flashing at the OPS panel::

JM says:
Doc: I asked the computer to go back to impulse so the warp core wouldn't eject...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: A LARGE KLINGON FACE APPEARS ON SCREEN

Mauro says:
Doc: Not a good idea... let's learn something first.

Pam- says:
Doc: Sure if I can figure this thing out. Give me a minute will ya?

kate says:
::Is tempted to push the red button again::

Host Doc says:
::sees Klingon face::  COM: Klingon: Hi there.

Heike says:
::stumbles onto the bridge and looks at all the people she doesn't know::

Isabelle says:
All: Someone is watching us there ::points at the view screen::

JM says:
::Looks at the screen and sees the large Klingon ship:: Self: Not good!

kate says:
Self: wow, they uglier in person..

Pam- says:
::sees an ugly face on the screen:: Self: Ewwwwwww

Mauro says:
::looks for the SCI station, sees Izzy at SCI2::  Izzy?  Is that you?  ::smiles::


Host D`Lan says:
@::raises a brow:: COM: Gryphon: Hi there?

kate says:
::Waves to the face::

Isabelle says:
::prefers looking down on the weird Data on her panel::

Heike says:
::sees at least one person she knows::

Host Doc says:
COM: Klingon: I am Doc...I mean, Captain O'Mallory.

Pam- says:
::shivers and wrinkles her nose::

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Mauro? Yep that is me! Who else would be sitting here at SCI 2? ::smiles::

JM says:
::Whispers:: Doc: Doc, would your character say "Hi there"?

kate says:
::Wishes she had a camera::

Host D`Lan says:
@COM: Gryphon: I am D'Lan.  What is your ETA to rendezvous point?

Host Doc says:
JM: Sorry..first thing that popped into my head.

Mauro says:
::turns and looks at the view screen for a moment, very excited about the situation, then looks back at SCI2::

Robert says:
::locks weapons on the Klingon vessel and checks to see if the shields are raised::

Host Doc says:
COM: D'Lan: We are...just a sec.

Host Doc says:
Pam: Well, how far?

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I hope you know more about this then I do. My character can do more than I can in here.

Bob says:
::checks time to rendezvous from the computer::

Host D`Lan says:
@::Turns to his 1st officer:: Did they get new uniforms?

Mauro says:
::takes SCI 1::  Izzy:  I can't believe!!!  ::grins::  So cool!

JM says:
::Mouth opens wide:: Self: Wait a sec?!?

kate says:
::Looks over Robs shoulder, to learn how to do what he's doing::

Bob says:
Doc: We are 26.9 hours from the rendezvous if we return to warp 8 and maintain that velocity.

Host D`Lan says:
@::shrugs and turns back to screen::

Pam- says:
Doc: Let me check. ::pretends to know what she's doing:: Umm.

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Indeed it is cool! But we have to really do it all now. I got the station to show me those readings. I believe they are the readings from what is outside.

Host Doc says:
COM: D'Lan: We are about 27 hours from your location.

Heike says:
::not sure what to do::

Pam- says:
::looks at Bob:: Bob: Hey he asked me!

Mauro says:
Izzy:  How did you do that? ::leans over the console::

kate says:
::Gets on her tip toes, to see over his shoulder::

Bob says:
Pam: Sorry...

Heike says:
::gets jealous when she sees Kate::

Host D`Lan says:
@COM: Gryphon: You are late.  Do you have the cargo?

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I don't know! I pushed a few things here and there. I got Red Alert to sound then all this came up. Do you understand anything? I think I can make out some but... ::sighs::

Edward says:
::leaves ME, On his way to the bridge::

Pam- says:
::thinks to herself:: Self: We have cargo too?

Mauro says:
Izzy:  Is there anyone left on the ship?


JM says:
Isabelle: Can you try and check the cargo inventory?

Robert says:
::hits the button that says "Lights, Camera, Action"::

Host Doc says:
COM: D'Lan: Ahhh...yes we do.  Sorry for our lateness, but we are having trouble maintaining warp for extended periods of time.

Host D`Lan says:
@COM: Gryphon: I see you are at full alert, is there a problem?

Mauro says:
JM:  Hey, talk to the living beings... ::grins::

Edward says:
::takes the TL and orders to go to the bridge::

Isabelle says:
JM: I could... mmm... ::presses more buttons hoping to find something that looks like an inventory::

Heike says:
::shrugs and tries to find an OPS console::

Host Doc says:
Isabelle: Can you kill those alerts?

Pam- says:
::looks at Doc:: Self: Oh sure blame me.

Edward says:
::in his way up to the bridge::

kate says:
::Tries to turn off the alert::

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I don't know Mauro. I don't even know why and how I ended up here.

Host Doc says:
COM: D'Lan: No...no problem.  Just a computer malfunction.

JM says:
Computer: Go to condition green now.

Isabelle says:
Doc: Maybe Mauro can try, JM gave me a task already and I need to find how to do it.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SHIP RETURNS TO NORMAL ALERT STATUS

Mauro says:
::thinks "Me???"::

JM says:
::whispers:: Doc: Say they're for battle drills, they'll understand...

Edward says:
::the TL stops::

Host Doc says:
COM: D'Lan: I look forward to meeting up with you.

Mauro says:
All:  Remember computer obeys almost anything we ask.  Let's make some use of it.

Pam- says:
::turns back to her console and hits a button that says warp control::

Edward says:
::seems that he is trap in the TL::

kate says:
Robert: so, what do we do?

Isabelle says:
JM: I am sorry, I see all kinds of things here which looks like those LRS readings and system stuff... but nothing looks like a cargo inventory. Maybe we could ask the computer.

Host D`Lan says:
@::snorts and frowns:: COM: Gryphon: No doubt. ::Screen fades to black::

Heike says:
::finds a console with lots of blinky lights[tm]::

Isabelle says:
Mauro: That is a great suggestion. The Computer knows anything in the movies and when our characters play. It should be helpful.

Host Doc says:
Self: Ok...that was fun.

JM says:
Isabelle: Huh, right, OPS would know that...

Mauro says:
::begins checking his console, studying the several buttons and learning everything he can, quickly::

Pam- says:
::smiles:: Doc: I found the warp button.

Edward says:
::he looks up and tries to reach the emergency exit::

Bob says:
JM: Well, we need to find out what our mission is....  and we need, maybe to get in touch with SFC, before something really ugly happens to us and to the ship

JM says:
Heike: Can you find me the inventory list to see what is the Klingon's "cargo"?

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I got back those readings, I think they are LRS. We should try and see what we can understand.

Host Doc says:
All: Ok...do we have cargo to deliver?

Robert says:
All: Are we really going to meet with this Klingon vessel..?  One scan and they’ll know that we are badly undermanned.

kate says:
::Pokes Robert:: Rob: Hello....

Robert says:
Kate: Yes?

Heike says:
JM: Who are you anyways?

Edward says:
::he reach it and starts to climb::

Bob says:
JM: and maybe we need to go back to sleep in the hope that we wake up somewhere.. like home.

JM says:
Bob: Not a bad idea... try to raise SFC on OPS2...

Bob says:
JM: OK.

JM says:
Heike: I'm JM... the XO...... I guess...

Pam- says:
::watches the warp indicator start to move::

Bob says:
Goes over to the OPS section at the back of the bridge::

kate says:
Robert: Wow, just like old times.... I asked where do you want me, you seem to know a lot more then me...

Isabelle says:
Mauro: What is that? A ship? ::points at something on her panel::

Robert says:
::clicks his heels together three times:: All: there no place like home, there no place like home, there no place like home.

Pam- says:
::sees a beeping light and checks it:: Self: Hmm, sensors....a ship?

Mauro says:
Izzy: See? Each item appears on the screen, as we call, just like sub-items, we just need to know how to split them in order to get the readings, from our cargo, our mission, even sensors readings.


Heike says:
JM: Ok. Self: Und ich bin der Papst! JM: A cargo list? I can try to find it.

Host Doc says:
::feels like he should wake up before he dies in this dream::

kate says:
Self: Yep, just like old times...

Bob says:
Computer: Hail Starfleet command, nearest local command location, Priority One.

kate says:
::Moves to the other console to figure it out on her own::

Heike says:
::looks at all the buttons:: Self: Oh well.... :: hits some::

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Well, I am usually a fast learner. Maybe we can find something relevant. So what do you think of those blips? See they are going everywhere?

JM says:
Heike: Thanks Self: Je me demande ce qu'elle voulait dire par cette phrase...

Edward says:
::he is still climbing to reach the bridge::

Host Computer says:
CEO: Acknowledged.

Pam- says:
Doc: Hey Doc, I have a funny bunch of moving things on this screen. They must be ships.

Host Doc says:
Pam: Any of them starships?

Mauro says:
Izzy:  Let's do it slowly...  This button may show LRS readings...  let's try… ::presses the button::

kate says:
Computer: Computer, how do I see the threat board?.....

Pam- says:
::checks:: Doc: Could be.

Host Doc says:
Pam: Well, see who is who and let me know.

Host Computer says:
TO: Press the light yellow button on the tactical console.

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Isn't what I have on my screen LRS?

Pam- says:
Doc: I can try..::whispers:: yeah sure.

Robert says:
Computer: Are any off the vessel in LRS range hostile?

kate says:
Self: Excellent...Pushes the light yellow button on her console.

Host Computer says:
CTO: Negative.

Edward says:
::he reach the emergency door at the bridge and enters to it::

Isabelle says:
::looks at Mauro working::

Mauro says:
::jumps as he sees some results and a strange map on his screen, 5 blips and a details about them::  Izzy:  Gotcha!!!

Heike says:
::sees something coming up on her little screen:: Self: Oh, that's the shuttles. ::hits some more buttons..

Robert says:
Computer: Are any of those vessel Starfleet vessels or federation vessel? If any are please state which ones.

Isabelle says:
Mauro: So now we have the same thing. Now... I think those might be ships.

Host Computer says:
CTO: Negative.

Host Doc says:
Pam: Ok Pam...can you get us back to warp 8 to that Klingon ship we are suppose to meet?

kate says:
Robert: found the threat board... ::Starts looking into how to lock phasers::

Heike says:
::finds cargo lists and tries to find the right one::

JM says:
Pam: if you can, try vocal commands, they are very handy. ::smiles::

Pam- says:
::frowns and turns to the "Captain":: Doc: Says here we have two Ferengi, a Cardassian and a Terrain freighter....oh and some private one.

Mauro says:
Izzy:  I got the blips that you have on your screen...  It's showing... huh... eerr....  5 ships heading to different directions.

Host Doc says:
Pam: Ok...thanks.


Pam- says:
::smiles at JM:: JM: thanks.

Isabelle says:
Mauro: So I was right. I think they usually are able to see info about those ships, like where they are heading and who is there, etc. Maybe we could each try to find that out.

Robert says:
Computer: What operating system are you running?

Host Computer says:
CTO: Please restate question.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: COMM LIGHT ON OPS CONSOLE BLINKS IN A SPECIFIC SEQUENCE

kate says:
Computer: Computer, sorry to bug you again, but where do I learn about targeting ships, and weapon...

Host Computer says:
TO: Press beige button on tactical console for basic instructions.

Heike says:
::finds the list in question and looks at it, reads:: Silverware, plates, 200 copies of "Behave yourself at dinner!" ::frowns::

Mauro says:
Izzy: Let's make use of the library...  look for something calling Starfleet library... ::begins the search::

Pam- says:
::taps the console again:: Doc: The warp guide is moving again.......5.....6...7....8 Ok we have warp 8.

Edward says:
::seems that everybody is busy at the bridge, so he went near Bob at the ENG station::

Bob says:
::OK, what does this mean... ::  Computer, what does the comm indicator light blink sequence indicate?

Host Computer says:
CEO: That sequence indicates Priority one message from a Starfleet command.

Robert says:
Computer: What is your operating system?

Host Computer says:
CTO: Starfleet Wacko, version 12.

Host Doc says:
Pam: Alright...now were cookin'.

Isabelle says:
::taps on her console some more hoping to find info about those ships::

Robert says:
::leans over and tapes four keys on Kate’s panel which labels every button::

kate says:
::Whispers: Score....

Heike says:
::figures it's the wrong one and looks more::

JM says:
Thinks: Now we're cookin'? I would rather say now we're dead...

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I think I found something. It says: Cardassian ship... Cardassians. I don't like the sound of that.

kate says:
Robert: Thanks, but a little late...::Begins looking in to basic instructions::

Heike says:
::finds the right one this time:: JM: I think I found the list.

Host Doc says:
JM: Well, if we are...let's have fun trying.

JM says:
Doc: If we are what?

Mauro says:
Izzy:  Indeed... Cardassian, 2 Ferengi... errr.....   a freighter... I believe it's from Earth...

kate says:
::Wonders what ever happened to ED::

Host Doc says:
JM: Going to die...c’mon, this is all a dream.

Bob says:
::Answers the Priority One message::

JM says:
Doc: Since when can you read my thoughts...

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I think I can manage to find more info about the Cardassian. ::presses things again::

Mauro says:
Izzy:  I'm not getting the ID from that ship... looks like a private ship, no ID, so far...  did you?

JM says:
Bob: Good, on screen.

Pam- says:
::sits there thinking what am I doing here with all these kids?::

Bob says:
JM:OK.. just a sec


Host Tim says:
ACTION: A FLEET ADMIRAL'S IMAGE APPEARS ON SCREEN

kate says:
::Talks to her self:: So this fires, this locks, and if I do this.....oh my...

Host Doc says:
JM: In the dream world.. anything is possible. :: smiles::

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I haven't seen info about that unknown ship no.

kate says:
::Grins::

Mauro says:
Computer:  Can you ID the unknown ship? ::hopes there's an answer to that::

JM says:
::smiles:: Doc: Well, who's the dreamer and who would be the dreamed?

Host Doc says:
::sees image on screen::

Edward says:
::he left Bob in ENG Station and went to the Tactical Station::

Host Doc says:
COM: ADM: Admiral...how can we help you?

kate says:
Self: shields...where are the shields..

Pam- says:
::looks up at a rather good looking man on the screen::

JM says:
Doc: We hailed him...

Host ADM_Moore says:
#COM: Gryphon: My question exactly Captain.  ::raise left brow at Doc's "uniform"::

Isabelle says:
::whispers:: Mauro: Is that... an admiral? If so, we are doomed.

Host Doc says:
JM: Oh...why did we call on him?

JM says:
Doc: To explain our problem...

Pam- says:
::looks at Doc:: Doc: I didn't do it.

JM says:
Doc: Just in case the dream becomes a nightmare...

Host Doc says:
::thinks this is getting too much::

Robert says:
Computer: End program.

Host Computer says:
CTO: Specify program.

Bob says:
Doc: we called him because we are screwed.. we don't know how to operate the ship, what the mission is... and a whole starship crew has apparently gone missing, leaving us in their place.. that's why.

Edward says:
Kate: Hello, Kate

kate says:
Robert: nice try..

Heike says:
JM: The cargo is exactly one container, 1x1 meters, to be delivered to the Klingon ship P'Than. It is a metal container sealed by a voice lock. Self: Wow, so much useless information for one tiny container

kate says:
::Hears her name and turns:: Ed: hi again ::Smiles::

Host Doc says:
ADM: Admiral, we are in need of...some help.  Most of the crew is not here, we are not who we seem to be an we need help running this ship :: smiles::

JM says:
Heilke: Ok, thanks. ::smiles::

Host Doc says:
::hope he buys it::

Host ADM_Moore says:
#COM: Gryphon: Not who you seem to be?  Then who are you and where is your crew?

Robert says:
Computer: All holographic programs.

Mauro says:
::grins at Doc's request, knowing they are not to be there, anyway::

Isabelle says:
::tries to look busy, actually tries to check those LRS again::

kate says:
Robert: how about you ask what programs are running...

Heike says:
JM: Bitte bitte, gibt's alles..... uhm, I mean you are welcome

Edward says:
Kate: I was trap at the TL, so I have to climb up my way up to here::

Pam- says:
::smiles at Mauro thinking he looks just like the pic she has of him::

JM says:
Doc: 20th century.... don't forget to say that....

kate says:
::Laughs:: Ed: nice one, you ok?

Mauro says:
::is having lots of fun with the several accents around the bridge, including his own::

Host Doc says:
COM: Admiral: Well, this is kinda funny.  Captain O'Mallory is just a character I play and well, I seem to be living out his part right now.

Host COMPUTER says:
CSO: The private vessel transponder indicates it belongs to Lonk Norell from Betazed.

Edward says:
Kate: I am all right, I guess. ::smiles too::

Heike says:
::peeks around::

Mauro says:
JM: Do you think he'll believe? ::grins::

Robert says:
Computer: What the meaning of the universe?

Host Doc says:
COM: ADM: So it seems is the rest of us here on this...ship.

kate says:
::Sighs:: Computer: computer, what programs are running?

JM says:
Mauro: More than the character story... although both are true...

Mauro says:
::is surprised the computer got the unknown ship's ID::  Izzy: Did you hear that?

Host ADM_Moore says:
#::Looks of surprise appears on Moore's face:: COM: Gryphon: Wait one. ::Admiral leans off screen::

Pam- says:
::watches Doc talking to the Admiral and thinks this would make quite a story for his TV station::

Host Doc says:
All: Boy, I hope he understands...

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I did. Betazed right. I played a Betazoid once on Hayden and on...mmm... anyway. Maybe I should ask the computer about those other vessels.

Edward says:
Kate: Did anyone is trying to find out what OS are we running::

kate says:
Ed: So what does engineering really look like..

Host Computer says:
CTO: That information has not been entered in this data bank.

Mauro says:
Izzy: No, wait... I have a better one...

Isabelle says:
::looks at Mauro and waits to see what he will do::

JM says:
Doc: I think his scientific mind will better understand the 20th century story...

kate says:
::Waits to see what the computer will say to her question::

Robert says:
Computer: Display my image on the main view screen.

Mauro says:
Computer:  Show me the space traffic for Stardate.... eerrr.... today.

kate says:
ED: OS?

Host ADM_Moore says:
#::Moore's face reappears on screen::

Edward says:
Kate: Operating System?

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Good one! High five! ::moves her hand in the air::

kate says:
Ed: Oh..

Host Doc says:
::smiles like a salesman in need of a sale::

Robert says:
Ed: Starfleet wacko version 12 I believe.

Mauro says:
::slaps her hand in the air:: Izzy: Ahuh! ::smiles::

Heike says:
::peeks at Robert::

Host ADM_Moore says:
ACTION: MOORE'S FACE IS REPLACED WITH IMAGE OF KRAG IN STARFLEET UNIFORM

Robert says:
All: Umm do I look like that?

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Let's hope the answer is satisfying.

Host Doc says:
All: Who is that?

Pam- says:
::her eyes go wide:: All: Ack! Who is that?

Edward says:
Robert: Starfleet Wacko is not a valid one.

kate says:
Ed: Ugly!

Heike says:
Robert: Not the last time I've seen you....

Robert says:
ALL: THAT’S ME.

Mauro says:
::giggles::  Robert:  Yep! ::grins::

Host ADM_Moore says:
::Voice only:: #COM: Gryphon: My records indicate the Gryphon is on a special mission to work with the Klingons.

Robert says:
All: Which means to everyone else we look like your characters.

Heike says:
Self: Oh gosh, here we go again. He thinks he is a Klingon....

JM says:
Computer: Computer, get Moore back on screen and take away all of CTO Krag's command codes, Authorization Taylor pi gamma alpha...

Host Doc says:
ADM: We are?   I mean, we are.

Pam- says:
::looks over at Robert and laughs::

kate says:
All: hehem that means I look fine......

Robert says:
Computer: Remove image on main viewer and replace with Moore.

Host Doc says:
COM: ADM: So...what are we suppose to do again?  Mission orders were badly...messed up.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MOORE'S IMAGE RETURNS

Mauro says:
::leans on his chair as awaits for the computer's answer::

Isabelle says:
Mauro: That computer takes time to answer back. Maybe the question was too wide?

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Wait, no, it would do like in the movies and ask to specify.

Host Tim says:
#ACTION: MOORE SHAKES HEAD AND PUNCHES A FEW BUTTONS

Pam- says:
::wonders if they can get Ricky Martin on this station::

Pam- says:
::taps some buttons to try::

Host ADM_Moore says:
#COM: Gryphon: I've just sent a copy of your orders.

kate says:
::Wishes she could read the crews minds::

Mauro says:
Izzy:  Maybe asking the computer to show all the ships allowed to be in here at this very moment.

Host COMPUTER says:
CSO: Please specify.

Host Doc says:
COM: ADM: Cool....thanks.

Robert says:
::shakes head:....trying to figure out what captain would say cool::

Isabelle says:
Mauro: But would the computer be able to say what ships are allowed and those who aren't?

Isabelle says:
Computer: Please list all ships in the area.

Host Doc says:
Isabelle: Do we have the orders?

Mauro says:
Izzy:  Good one!

Isabelle says:
Doc: I don't know. Nothing came on my station. I am at SCI, I think OPS should get them.

Isabelle says:
::waits for an answer::

Pam- says:
All: Is the hour over yet? I need a drink!


Bob says:
::needs a reflective surface, looks around.. a ha! one of the consoles... takes a look to see what I look like::

Host Doc says:
Pam: You and me both.

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Then we can ask the computer to tell us info about each of them. And we have no buttons to press!

Heike says:
Pam: I got a cup of cold coffee here...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: LIST APPEARS ON IZZY'S CONSOLE, SHOWING 2 FERENGI ONE CARDASSIAN, A TERRAIN FREIGHTER AND A PRIVATE VESSEL FROM BETAZED

Host Doc says:
COM: ADM: Thanks for the orders Admiral...we are on our way

Isabelle says:
Computer: Give the flight plan of the Cardassian ship as well as... passenger information?

Mauro says:
Izzy:  Something is appearing on your screen... look. ::points and looks as well::

Isabelle says:
::looks at Mauro for approval::

Pam- says:
Heike: Not what I had in mind exactly Heike. ::smiles:: I'd like something with a little more "punch".

Heike says:
Doc: Uhm, excuse me, we are on our way to where exactly? I have a class tomorrow and probably work, too. I can't leave!

Host Doc says:
Heike: I am just saying that to get rid of him...shhh.

JM says:
Looks at Doc and Thinks: the National Lampoons final Sequel: Space Vacation... "C'mon honney let's go see the Klingons in a giffy"

Host ADM_Moore says:
#COM: Gryphon: Was there anything else?

Heike says:
::shuts up::

Bob says:
JM: I am going down to ME.. not sure what i can do there... but maybe I can learn enough to keep our buts in one piece if worse comes to worse

Host Doc says:
COM: ADM: Umm...no, that should about do it.

Bob says:
::heads out to ME::

JM says:
Bob: Good luck...

Host ADM_Moore says:
#::Gives Doc a frown and screen fades to black::

Bob says:
::arrives in ME a few minutes later, starts reviewing basic operating procedures.. has the Computer set up interactive schematics on the main consoles for major systems so they can be controlled remotely::

Pam- says:
::continues to play with the buttons trying to figure out what they really do::

kate says:
::Going nuts, hoping this episode would go to a commercial, or see the final credits::

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Our characters are way faster and better at this then we are! Imagine, we have passed the last hour trying to get info on those 5 ships!

Mauro says:
Doc:  Hey Doc, did anyone of you have the curiosity to check the ship's log in order to see what happened with us?  If anything happened, of course.

Host Computer says:
CIV: The Cardassian vessel is manned by 13 Cardassians, route indicates route to Cardassia Prime.

Host Doc says:
Mauro: No...why don’t you take care of that.

Heike says:
::hits all the red buttons, then all the yellow buttons, then all the green buttons on her console::

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I got info! Yay! ::pauses:: I tell it to whom now... wait, the XO of course!

Mauro says:
Izzy:  Don't try to be what we cannot be.  Our characters spent years on the academy...

Pam- says:
Doc: That's it Doc, make the kid work. ::giggles::

Bob says:
::thinks that this is going to get hairy without any spare bodies around if something goes wrong::

Host Doc says:
Pam: Works for me. ::smiles::

Mauro says:
Pam:  Don't worry, I'll get you as soon as I get anything about our situation. ::grins::


Host Tim says:
ACTION: MAIN LIGHT GO OFF, AUXILARY LIGHTS COME ON... ALL LIGHTS ON OPS CONSOLE BLINK 3 TIMES THEN CONSOLE SHUTS DOWN

Isabelle says:
JM: JM, sir... whatever. I was able to get info about one of the ship, the Cardassian one. There are 13 people there and it is going to Cardassia Prime.

Heike says:
::looks sheepish:: Did I do that?

Pam- says:
:;grins at Mauro::

Bob says:
*Ed* Come down to ME and give me a hand here..  it looks like we are stuck in this situation for the time being, so we better prepare for when something goes wrong

Host Doc says:
All: Ok...now what?

Isabelle says:
Mauro: Your turn to find info about another ship?

JM says:
Isabelle: Great work! Keep it up...

Isabelle says:
JM: Merci! ::smiles::

Heike says:
::hits a big red button that says POWER::

Robert says:
Doc: no idea some one locked out all my computer access. .::glares at JM::

Pam- says:
All: Hey my console turned off!

kate says:
::Tempted to do the happy dance, to see what it really looks like::

Edward says:
*Bob* On my way, down to ME

Edward says:
Kate: Bye, Bye.

Mauro says:
Izzy:  Let's see what I can do...

Edward says:
::takes the TL and exists the bridge to ME::

JM says:
::smiles:: Robert: Well, I just wanted to make sure that no one would interrupt the Admiral...


kate says:
::Waves by to her EO ::

Mauro says:
Self: I knew.... Tim must be doing something... ::laughs::

JM says:
Computer: Computer, give Krag his command codes back, authorization Taylor Pi gamma 3.

Isabelle says:
Mauro: I think I will take the courage to try the console again and see if I can get the info... ::breathes and presses stuff::

Pam- says:
::sighs and pounds on the buttons:: Work you stupid thing!

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SHIP DROPS FROM WARP AND TURNS HARD TO STARBOARD

Robert says:
JM: The admiral’s voice transmission was still going on.  I was trying to uncover a vital point.  That no one seems to care about.

Edward says:
::as the doors of the TL close, he waves at Kate::

Host Doc says:
Pam: What are you doing Pam?

JM says:
Robert: you could have uncovered it on you own station's screen.

Robert says:
JM: Not necessarily.

Host Computer says:
XO: Acknowledged.

JM says:
Robert: Anyways, I’m just trying to have fun, this is just a big dream.

Pam- says:
:;falls to the floor:: Doc: I was just trying to get this thing working.

Heike says:
::falls down and hits her head on the wall:: Self: Aua! Was soll denn das jetzt?

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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